### Variant 1:

**Child. Younger than 5 years of age. Concern for osteomyelitis or septic arthritis involving an extremity. Initial imaging.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Procedure</th>
<th>Appropriateness Category</th>
<th>Relative Radiation Level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US area of interest</td>
<td>Usually Appropriate</td>
<td>☒</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radiography area of interest</td>
<td>Usually Appropriate</td>
<td>☒</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRI area of interest without and with IV contrast</td>
<td>Usually Appropriate</td>
<td>☒</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRI extremity area of interest without and with IV contrast</td>
<td>Usually Appropriate</td>
<td>☒</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRI area of interest without IV contrast</td>
<td>May Be Appropriate</td>
<td>☒</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRI extremity area of interest without IV contrast</td>
<td>May Be Appropriate</td>
<td>☒</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRI whole body without and with IV contrast</td>
<td>May Be Appropriate (Disagreement)</td>
<td>☒</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRI whole body without IV contrast</td>
<td>May Be Appropriate</td>
<td>☒</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT area of interest with IV contrast</td>
<td>Usually Not Appropriate</td>
<td>☒</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT area of interest without and with IV contrast</td>
<td>Usually Not Appropriate</td>
<td>☒</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT area of interest without IV contrast</td>
<td>Usually Not Appropriate</td>
<td>☒</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bone scan whole body and 3-phase bone scan area of interest</td>
<td>Usually Not Appropriate</td>
<td>☒</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-phase bone scan area of interest</td>
<td>Usually Not Appropriate</td>
<td>☒</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bone scan whole body</td>
<td>Usually Not Appropriate</td>
<td>☒</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Variant 2:

**Child. Younger than 5 years of age.** Concern for osteomyelitis or septic arthritis involving an extremity. Initial radiographs normal, or with findings suggestive of osteomyelitis. Next imaging study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Procedure</th>
<th>Appropriateness Category</th>
<th>Relative Radiation Level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US area of interest</td>
<td>Usually Appropriate</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Image-guided aspiration area of interest</td>
<td>Usually Appropriate</td>
<td>Varies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRI area of interest without and with IV contrast</td>
<td>Usually Appropriate</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRI extremity area of interest without and with IV contrast</td>
<td>Usually Appropriate</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRI extremity area of interest without IV contrast</td>
<td>Usually Appropriate</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bone scan whole body and 3-phase bone scan area of interest</td>
<td>May Be Appropriate</td>
<td>☢☢☢☢☢</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRI area of interest without IV contrast</td>
<td>May Be Appropriate</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRI whole body without and with IV contrast</td>
<td>May Be Appropriate</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRI whole body without IV contrast</td>
<td>May Be Appropriate</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT area of interest with IV contrast</td>
<td>Usually Not Appropriate</td>
<td>Varies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT area of interest without and with IV contrast</td>
<td>Usually Not Appropriate</td>
<td>Varies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT area of interest without IV contrast</td>
<td>Usually Not Appropriate</td>
<td>Varies</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Variant 3:**  
Child, 5 years of age or older. Concern for osteomyelitis or septic arthritis involving an extremity. Initial imaging.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Procedure</th>
<th>Appropriateness Category</th>
<th>Relative Radiation Level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US area of interest</td>
<td>Usually Appropriate</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radiography area of interest</td>
<td>Usually Appropriate</td>
<td>Varies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRI area of interest without and with IV contrast</td>
<td>Usually Appropriate</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRI area of interest without IV contrast</td>
<td>Usually Appropriate</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRI extremity area of interest without and with IV contrast</td>
<td>Usually Appropriate</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRI extremity area of interest without IV contrast</td>
<td>May Be Appropriate</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT area of interest with IV contrast</td>
<td>Usually Not Appropriate</td>
<td>Varies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT area of interest without and with IV contrast</td>
<td>Usually Not Appropriate</td>
<td>Varies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT area of interest without IV contrast</td>
<td>Usually Not Appropriate</td>
<td>Varies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bone scan whole body and 3-phase bone scan area of interest</td>
<td>Usually Not Appropriate</td>
<td>🌟🌟🌟🌟</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRI whole body without and with IV contrast</td>
<td>Usually Not Appropriate</td>
<td>🌟🌟🌟</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRI whole body without IV contrast</td>
<td>Usually Not Appropriate</td>
<td>🌟🌟</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-phase bone scan area of interest</td>
<td>Usually Not Appropriate</td>
<td>🌟🌟🌟</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bone scan whole body</td>
<td>Usually Not Appropriate</td>
<td>🌟🌟🌟</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Variant 4: Child. 5 years of age or older. Concern for osteomyelitis or septic arthritis involving an extremity. Initial radiographs normal, or with findings suggestive of osteomyelitis. Next imaging study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Procedure</th>
<th>Appropriateness Category</th>
<th>Relative Radiation Level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Image-guided aspiration area of interest</td>
<td>Usually Appropriate</td>
<td>Varies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRI area of interest without and with IV contrast</td>
<td>Usually Appropriate</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRI area of interest without IV contrast</td>
<td>Usually Appropriate</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRI extremity area of interest without and with IV contrast</td>
<td>Usually Appropriate</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRI extremity area of interest without IV contrast</td>
<td>Usually Appropriate</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US area of interest</td>
<td>May Be Appropriate</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bone scan whole body and 3-phase bone scan area of interest</td>
<td>May Be Appropriate</td>
<td>☢☢☢☢☢</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-phase bone scan area of interest</td>
<td>May Be Appropriate</td>
<td>☢☢☢☢☢</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bone scan whole body</td>
<td>May Be Appropriate</td>
<td>☢☢☢☢☢</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT area of interest with IV contrast</td>
<td>Usually Not Appropriate</td>
<td>Varies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT area of interest without and with IV contrast</td>
<td>Usually Not Appropriate</td>
<td>Varies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT area of interest without IV contrast</td>
<td>Usually Not Appropriate</td>
<td>Varies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRI whole body without and with IV contrast</td>
<td>Usually Not Appropriate</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRI whole body without IV contrast</td>
<td>Usually Not Appropriate</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Variant 5:** Child. With one or more clinical signs concerning for septic arthritis. Initial radiographs normal or demonstrating possible joint effusion. Next imaging study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Procedure</th>
<th>Appropriateness Category</th>
<th>Relative Radiation Level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US area of interest</td>
<td>Usually Appropriate</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Image-guided aspiration area of interest</td>
<td>Usually Appropriate</td>
<td>Varies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRI area of interest without and with IV contrast</td>
<td>Usually Appropriate</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRI area of interest without IV contrast</td>
<td>May Be Appropriate</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRI extremity area of interest without and with IV contrast</td>
<td>May Be Appropriate</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRI extremity area of interest without IV contrast</td>
<td>May Be Appropriate</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT area of interest with IV contrast</td>
<td>Usually Not Appropriate</td>
<td>Varies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT area of interest without and with IV contrast</td>
<td>Usually Not Appropriate</td>
<td>Varies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT area of interest without IV contrast</td>
<td>Usually Not Appropriate</td>
<td>Varies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bone scan whole body and 3-phase bone scan area of interest</td>
<td>Usually Not Appropriate</td>
<td>☢☢☢☢☢</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRI whole body without and with IV contrast</td>
<td>Usually Not Appropriate</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRI whole body without IV contrast</td>
<td>Usually Not Appropriate</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-phase bone scan area of interest</td>
<td>Usually Not Appropriate</td>
<td>☢☢☢☢☢</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bone scan whole body</td>
<td>Usually Not Appropriate</td>
<td>☢☢☢☢☢</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Summary of Literature Review

Introduction/Background

Pediatric musculoskeletal infections can result in significant morbidity, particularly given ongoing skeletal maturation, and delayed diagnosis may result in premature physeal arrest or joint damage. Among osteoarticular infections, osteomyelitis occurs twice as frequently as septic arthritis [1]. Estimates of the incidence of pediatric osteomyelitis vary widely but have been cited between 2 to 20 per 100,000 [1-4]. Concomitant joint and bone or other extra-articular infections are common in children and may occur in >50% of cases [5-7].

Both osteomyelitis and septic arthritis most commonly arise from hematogenous spread of bacteria. For pediatric osteomyelitis, the metaphysis is the most frequent site of involvement within an individual long bone due to looping nutrient vessels, which do not traverse the physis. However, because of the presence of transphyseal vessels in children ≤18 months of age, infection can spread to the epiphysis in this subset of patients [3,8,9]. Furthermore, the presence of transphyseal infection in older pediatric patients may be underestimated [10]. The most commonly implicated pathogen is Staphylococcus aureus among all pediatric patients, but other organisms should be considered in select populations, such as group B streptococcus in neonates, Kingella kingae in children <4 years of age, and Salmonella spp. in patients with sickle cell disease [3,11,12]. Diagnosis of skeletal infection can be particularly challenging in children; the typical triad of fever, pain, and diminished mobility is reportedly just above 50% of cases of acute hematogenous osteomyelitis [8]. In neonates and infants, septic arthritis may occur secondary to spread of osteomyelitis into the adjacent joint. Osteomyelitis can spread to the subperiosteal space directly from the metaphysis and through seeding from a hematogenous infection and can lead to a subperiosteal abscess, which can lead to bone ischemia and necrosis [13], making prompt diagnosis critical.

Septic arthritis, which most commonly occurs in the knee and hip joints, is considered an orthopedic emergency because bacterial proliferation and metabolites can rapidly result in cartilage damage [11]. The Kocher criteria, first described in 1999, are widely applied in evaluation of the hip joint as a means to distinguish septic arthritis (surgical emergency) from transient synovitis (expectant management) [14]. The criteria include fever >101.3°F, erythrocyte sedimentation rate of at least 40 mm/hour, white blood cell (WBC) count of at least 12,000 cells/mm³, and an inability to bear weight on the affected side. Satisfying more of these criteria results in higher likelihood of septic arthritis [5]. Clinical suspicion of septic arthritis is of paramount importance in management because diagnosis is made by arthrocentesis.

The distribution of septic arthritis and osteomyelitis varies by age. Children <2 years of age have been reported to be more likely to have septic arthritis than osteomyelitis (P = .0003). In children between 2 and 10 years old, osteomyelitis is slightly more common than septic arthritis, and in children from 10 to 18 years old, septic arthritis is slightly more common [6].
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OSTEOMYELITIS OR SEPTIC ARTHRITIS-CHILD (EXCLUDING AXIAL SKELETON)
Typical management of uncomplicated osteomyelitis in the pediatric population consists initially of intravenous (IV) antibiotic therapy followed by a prolonged course of outpatient antibiotics, either oral or IV. However, surgical debridement may be indicated in certain scenarios, such as in the setting of subperiosteal collections, necrosis, or failure to respond to initial management. Typical management of septic arthritis consists of antibiotics, arthrotomy, irrigation, and debridement [16]. Imaging plays a critical role in characterizing and differentiating septic arthritis from osteomyelitis.

In this discussion, imaging of pediatric osteomyelitis and septic arthritis involving only the appendicular skeleton will be reviewed; the axial skeleton will not be covered. For additional information regarding osteoarticular infection of the spine, please refer to the separate ACR Appropriateness Criteria® topic on “Back Pain-Child” [17].

Please note that chronic recurrent multifocal osteomyelitis, which affects the pediatric population and typically manifests with multiple sites of involvement, is a nonbacterial autoinflammatory disorder and as such will not be discussed in this document, which will focus on acute musculoskeletal infection.

Special Imaging Considerations
Evaluation for pediatric musculoskeletal infection in the setting of existing orthopedic hardware can be impacted by artifact. On CT, beam hardening artifact occurs, which can be reduced on conventional CT by corrective software, as well as filtration and calibration connection [18,19]. With the advent of dual-energy CT, metal artifact reduction can be performed to reduce beam hardening by acquisition of data at two distinct energy spectra in order to create a virtual monochromatic image to optimize visualization of bone or soft tissue [19]. On MRI, susceptibility artifact limits regional visualization and directly correlates with magnetic field strength. Basic metal artifact reduction can be performed by increasing bandwidth, decreasing slice thickness, increasing echo train length, and increasing matrix size [20]. Advanced MR software packages and sequences have been developed for more robust through-section and in-plane artifact reduction.

Initial Imaging Definition
Initial imaging is defined as imaging at the beginning of the care episode for the medical condition defined by the variant. More than one procedure can be considered usually appropriate in the initial imaging evaluation when:
- There are procedures that are equivalent alternatives (ie, only one procedure will be ordered to provide the clinical information to effectively manage the patient’s care)
- OR
- There are complementary procedures (ie, more than one procedure is ordered as a set or simultaneously in which each procedure provides unique clinical information to effectively manage the patient’s care).

Discussion of Procedures by Variant
Variation 1: Child. Younger than 5 years of age. Concern for osteomyelitis or septic arthritis involving an extremity. Initial imaging.

In this discussion, the literature regarding imaging of pediatric osteomyelitis and septic arthritis will be broadly applied to the appendicular skeleton. In the narrative below, “area of interest” can refer to the following: foot, ankle, tibia/fibula, knee, femur, hip, hand, wrist, forearm, elbow, humerus, or shoulder. Where it is noted that the entire extremity is imaged, for the upper extremity, this is assumed to cover from the shoulder through the hand, and for the lower extremity, this is assumed to cover from the hip through the foot.

Osteomyelitis commonly occurs in young children, with half of cases reportedly in children <5 years of age [13,21]. Although hematogenous bacterial seeding is the most common underlying cause for osteomyelitis, a history of trauma, often minor, is frequently elicited [11,13]. Infants and toddlers with septic arthritis or osteomyelitis often present with a limp, though it is often difficult in this population to localize a site of involvement on physical examination. In these cases, imaging is often utilized to help identify the affected site [22]. Concurrent osteomyelitis and septic arthritis are common.

3-Phase Bone Scan Area of Interest
There is no relevant literature regarding the use of 3-phase bone scan of the area of interest in the initial evaluation of osteomyelitis or septic arthritis in children <5 years of age.
Bone Scan Whole Body
There is no relevant literature regarding the use of whole-body bone scan in the initial evaluation of osteomyelitis or septic arthritis in children <5 years of age.

Bone Scan Whole Body and 3-Phase Bone Scan Area of Interest
There is no relevant literature regarding the use of whole-body bone scan with 3-phase bone scan of the area of interest in the initial evaluation of osteomyelitis or septic arthritis in children <5 years of age.

CT Area of Interest
There is no relevant literature regarding the use of CT in the initial evaluation of osteomyelitis or septic arthritis in children <5 years of age.

MRI Area of Interest
MRI is widely regarded as sensitive and specific in diagnosis of acute osteomyelitis, with sensitivity reportedly 82% to 100% and specificity 75% to 96% [23-26]. Fluid sensitive sequences alone may be sufficient for diagnosis; one study noted 100% identification of cases of septic arthritis and osteomyelitis in children ≥2 years of age with review of only these sequences [27]. Children with sickle cell disease pose a diagnostic dilemma because marrow infarction and osteomyelitis may present similarly. Fat-suppressed T1-weighted imaging has been theorized as a useful differentiator, but this has not been substantiated [28]. Subperiosteal fluid has been described as a distinguishing feature of osteomyelitis [29]. Another challenging scenario is differentiation of osteomyelitis from Ewing sarcoma. Several distinguishing MRI features of neoplasia include sharply demarcated margins on T1, presence of a soft-tissue mass, and cortical breach [30,31]. In addition, imaging features of Langerhans cell histiocytosis may overlap with those of acute osteomyelitis, and differentiation in some instances can be difficult.

Although some studies have shown no significant difference in sensitivity and specificity in diagnosis of osteomyelitis or septic arthritis with or without the use of gadolinium-based contrast agents, IV contrast has been shown to improve detection of abscesses [32,33]. Decreased femoral head enhancement on early postcontrast imaging has been noted as a reliable feature of septic arthritis not seen in transient synovitis, and diminished femoral head enhancement on MRI in the setting of septic arthritis in children <12 months of age correlated with development of secondary osteomyelitis [34,35]. Contrast has been shown to markedly improve detection of infection of unossified growth cartilage (chondritis) in children <6 years of age, in which the cartilage most commonly appeared normal on unenhanced sequences; hypoenhancement was more commonly noted with infection [36,37]. In one study of children <18 months of age with community acquired $S. aureus$ infection of the unossified epiphyseal cartilage, 7 of 9 cases demonstrated normal cartilage signal on noncontrast sequences; hypoenhancement or nonenhancement of involved foci was used for diagnosis [36]. In another study of children <6 years of age, focal or global cartilage nonenhancement was demonstrated in 71% of 14 patients with surgically confirmed epiphyseal osteomyelitis, compared with 21% of controls [37]. Global enhancement defects were more sensitive, noted in 43% of cases but not seen in any control cases.

MRI Extremity Area of Interest
In one study, a large field-of-view MRI was performed to encompass both lower extremities rather than the area of concern [38]. In patients who were later found to have osteomyelitis, 11% had contralateral extremity findings, including contralateral osteomyelitis, and 20% had ipsilateral septic arthritis. Among patients who did not have osteomyelitis, 20% had contralateral abnormalities; most common diagnoses included stress reaction, soft-tissue edema, myositis, sterile joint effusion, and leukemia.

MRI Whole Body
In a study of children ≤5 years of age with suspected osteomyelitis, of which 39% were confirmed to have osteomyelitis, large field-of-view MRI with coverage from neck to toes provided additional pertinent information for management in 22% of cases, including contralateral infection or alternative diagnoses [39]. Given the small size of young children, whole-body imaging can be achieved in one to two MRI stations [13].

Radiography Area of Interest
Features of acute osteomyelitis on radiographs include periosteal reaction, a well-circumscribed focal bone lucency, and frank bone destruction. Radiographs are not sensitive in assessment of early osteomyelitis because bone destruction does not typically occur until 7 to 10 days into the disease course, and radiographs are normal until >30% osseous matrix destruction has occurred [24,40]. Radiographs, however, do have initial utility in all populations in excluding other entities that may mimic acute osteomyelitis, such as fracture or neoplasm and can be used to direct subsequent imaging evaluation [3,25,31,40]. A particularly challenging subset of patients to
evaluate is those with sickle cell disease. One study found that 63% of patients with known hand or wrist osteomyelitis and underlying sickle cell disease had lytic radiographic changes or periosteal reaction, compared with 23% of patients without sickle cell disease, with the greater frequency in the sickle cell population attributed to either marrow infarction or osteomyelitis as the underlying cause for radiographic changes [41]. Radiographs are highly variable in identifying hip joint effusions, with sensitivity ranging from 20% to 73% [40,42,43]. Radiographs are also variable for identifying fluid in joints other than the hip.

**US Area of Interest**

Ultrasonography (US) is a highly sensitive method of diagnosing joint effusions, with the bulk of literature addressing the hip joint. US can reportedly detect hip effusions as small as 1 mL [44]. The absence of hip joint effusion virtually excludes septic arthritis; a false negative rate of 5% has been described, noted in patients with a shorter duration of symptoms (<1 day) [40,43,45-47]. Hip US for the purpose of identifying joint effusion can be performed with high sensitivity and specificity [48]. In one study, nearly 80% of pediatric patients with septic arthritis of the hip required US imaging alone to guide their management [45]. US can also be used to identify joint fluid in extremity joints other than the hip. US in evaluation of osteomyelitis is limited in its ability to assess the osseous structures but can identify abutting inflammatory changes such as periosteal elevation, subperiosteal collections, and soft-tissue edema [40,49,50].

**Variant 2: Child. Younger than 5 years of age. Concern for osteomyelitis or septic arthritis involving an extremity. Initial radiographs normal, or with findings suggestive of osteomyelitis. Next imaging study.**

In this discussion, the literature regarding imaging of pediatric osteomyelitis and septic arthritis will be broadly applied to the appendicular skeleton. In the narrative below, “area of interest” can refer to the following: foot, ankle, tibia/fibula, knee, femur, hip, hand, wrist, forearm, elbow, humerus, or shoulder. Where it is noted that the entire extremity is imaged, for the upper extremity, this is assumed to cover from the shoulder through the hand, and for the lower extremity, this is assumed to cover from the hip through the foot.

**Bone Scan Whole Body and 3-Phase Bone Scan Area of Interest**

Skeletal scintigraphy has been traditionally used to accurately detect disease in cases of suspected acute osteomyelitis with normal radiographs because scintigraphic changes are present within the first 1 to 2 days of symptoms [8]. Although multiple studies have documented the success of scintigraphy in identifying acute osteomyelitis in children, there is limited data with studies in which only the area of interest was imaged. In one study in which blood pool and delayed imaging of only the area of interest were performed, 70 of 71 cases of osteomyelitis were identified [51]. However, multifocal osteomyelitis is common in the pediatric population, particularly among young children, and as a result, whole-body bone scan is typically advocated [52]. One study, in which a 3-phase bone scan was performed followed by a whole-body scan, delayed imaging noted 19% of cases of acute osteomyelitis were noted to be multifocal osteomyelitis, with over half of those cases noted in patients <6 years of age, the majority of which were neonates [52]. Single-photon emission computed tomography (SPECT)/CT offers improved characterization of osseous pathology compared to planar imaging [53]. MRI is generally considered preferable in detection of early manifestations of osteomyelitis, as well as infection of the surrounding soft tissues, because of the rapid progression of disease [53]. Whole-body bone scan is typically helpful when scintigraphy is used for suspected osteomyelitis, particularly if there is a fever of unknown origin or bacteremia [54]. One study assessed the accuracy of bone scan for the diagnosis of suspected acute hematogenous osteomyelitis and septic arthritis in 86 children, using whole-body and selected static images, without blood flow or blood pool views [55]. Bone scan findings were correlated with the final diagnosis in 34 sites of septic arthritis and in 62 sites of osteomyelitis. Bone scan accuracy was 81%. Positive predictive value was 82% for those sites with increased activity and 100% for those sites with decreased activity. Negative predictive value was 63%. In another smaller study, 9 patients who underwent whole-body scan, 100% (7 of 7) patients with osteomyelitis had increased uptake corresponding to the site of involvement [56]. In one study of 213 children referred for skeletal scintigraphy because of suspicion for acute hematogenous osteomyelitis who underwent a 3-phase bone scan of the area of interest along with whole-body delayed images, accurate diagnosis was made in 84% of cases without the need for MRI, including 92% of those diagnosed with osteomyelitis, although it should be noted that bone scan was limited regarding soft-tissue and articular pathology [57]. In another study of 65 children who underwent whole-body scan with focused evaluations of the area of interest and the contralateral side, 23 patients who were classified as having osteomyelitis all had abnormal bone scans [58]. SPECT/CT offers improved characterization of osseous pathology compared with planar imaging [59]. MRI is generally considered preferable in detection of early manifestations of osteomyelitis, as well as infection of the surrounding soft tissues, because of the rapid progression of the disease [53].
CT Area of Interest
There is no relevant literature regarding the use of CT as the next imaging study in evaluation of osteomyelitis or septic arthritis in children under 5 years of age.

Image-Guided Aspiration Area of Interest
Primary differential considerations when a joint effusion is present in the absence of trauma are transient synovitis and septic arthritis. Although the most common locations of septic arthritis are the knee and hip joints, this can affect any joint [60]. Although most nontraumatic hip joint effusions are secondary to transient synovitis, early diagnosis of septic arthritis is extremely important in preventing complications, and US-guided hip aspiration is considered highly accurate for diagnosis [43,61]. In one study, 100% of children were confirmed to have septic hip arthritis via bedside joint aspiration and were able to avoid arthroscopy. However, it should be noted than US guidance for aspiration was only provided in one case, and the remainder were performed using anatomic landmarks without imaging guidance [62]. In the setting of confirmed transient synovitis, children who underwent US-guided joint aspiration experienced shorter duration of stay and shorter duration of a limp compared with those who did not undergo joint aspiration [61]. In patients with suspected or confirmed septic arthritis, femoral neck aspiration performed at the time of incision and drainage was noted to improve diagnosis of concurrent osteomyelitis compared with preoperative MRI alone [63].

MRI Area of Interest
MRI is widely regarded as sensitive and specific in the diagnosis of acute osteomyelitis, with sensitivity reportedly 82% to 100% and specificity 75% to 96% [23-26]. Fluid sensitive sequences alone may be sufficient for diagnosis; one study noted 100% identification of cases of septic arthritis and osteomyelitis in children ≥2 years of age, with the review of only these sequences [27]. Children with sickle cell disease pose a diagnostic dilemma because marrow infarction and osteomyelitis may present similarly. Fat-suppressed T1-weighted imaging has been theorized as a useful differentiator but this has not been substantiated [28]. Subperiosteal fluid has been described as a distinguishing feature of osteomyelitis [29]. Another challenging scenario is the differentiation of osteomyelitis from Ewing sarcoma. Several distinguishing MRI features of neoplasia include sharply demarcated margins on T1, presence of a soft-tissue mass, and cortical breach [30,31].

Although some studies have shown no significant difference in sensitivity and specificity in the diagnosis of osteomyelitis or septic arthritis with or without the use of gadolinium-based contrast agents, IV contrast has been shown to improve detection of abscesses [32,33]. Decreased femoral head enhancement on early postcontrast imaging has been noted as a reliable feature of septic arthritis not seen in transient synovitis, and diminished femoral head enhancement on MRI has been noted in the setting of septic arthritis in children under 12 months of age correlated with development of secondary osteomyelitis [34,35]. Contrast has been shown to markedly improve detection of infection of unossified growth cartilage (chondritis) in children <6 years of age, in which the cartilage most commonly appeared normal on unenhanced sequences; hypoenhancement was more commonly noted with infection [36,37]. In one study of children <18 months of age with community acquired S. aureus infection of the unossified epiphysyal cartilage, 7 of 9 cases demonstrated normal cartilage signal on noncontrast sequences; hypoenhancement or nonenhancement of involved foci was used for diagnosis [36]. In another study of children <6 years of age, focal or global cartilage nonenhancement was demonstrated in 71% of 14 patients with surgically confirmed epiphyseal osteomyelitis, compared with 21% of controls [37]. Global enhancement defects were more sensitive, noted in 43% of cases but not seen in any control cases.

Repeat MRI of the area of interest performed for worsening or persistent symptoms resulted in clinical management changes in 21% of patients [64]. In one study on septic elbow arthritis, 40% of patients did not respond to antibiotic therapy and were noted on subsequent elbow MRI to have concurrent osteomyelitis [60].

MRI Extremity Area of Interest
In one study, a large field-of-view MRI was performed to encompass both lower extremities rather than the area of concern [38]. In patients who were later found to have osteomyelitis, 11% had contralateral extremity findings, including contralateral osteomyelitis, and 20% had ipsilateral septic arthritis. Among patients who did not have osteomyelitis, 20% had contralateral abnormalities; most common diagnoses included stress reaction, soft-tissue edema, myositis, sterile joint effusion, and leukemia.
MRI Whole Body
In a study of children ≤5 years of age with suspected osteomyelitis, of which 39% were confirmed to have osteomyelitis, large field-of-view MRI with coverage from neck to toes provided additional pertinent information for management in 22% of cases, including contralateral infection or alternative diagnoses [39].

US Area of Interest
US is a highly sensitive method of diagnosing hip joint effusion, and the absence of hip joint effusion virtually excludes septic arthritis; a false negative rate of 5% has been described, noted in patients with a shorter duration of symptoms (<1 day) [40,43,45-47]. US can reportedly detect hip effusions as small as 1 mL [44]. Hip US for the purpose of identifying joint effusion can be performed with high sensitivity and specificity [48]. In one study, nearly 80% of pediatric patients with hip septic arthritis required US imaging alone to guide their management [45]. US in evaluation of osteomyelitis is limited in its ability to assess the osseous structures but can identify abutting inflammatory changes affecting the soft tissues such as periosteal elevation and subperiosteal collections [40,49,50].

Variant 3: Child. 5 years of age or older. Concern for osteomyelitis or septic arthritis involving an extremity. Initial imaging.
In this discussion, the literature regarding imaging of pediatric osteomyelitis and septic arthritis will be broadly applied to the appendicular skeleton. In the narrative below, “area of interest” can refer to the following: foot, ankle, tibia/fibula, knee, femur, hip, hand, wrist, forearm, elbow, humerus, or shoulder. Where it is noted that the entire extremity is imaged, for the upper extremity, this is assumed to cover from the shoulder through the hand, and for the lower extremity, this is assumed to cover from the hip through the foot.

3-Phase Bone Scan Area of Interest
There is no relevant literature regarding the use of 3-phase bone scan in the initial evaluation of osteomyelitis or septic arthritis in children ≥5 years of age.

Bone Scan Whole Body
There is no relevant literature regarding the use of whole-body bone scan in the initial evaluation of osteomyelitis or septic arthritis in children ≥5 years of age.

Bone Scan Whole Body and 3-Phase Bone Scan Area of Interest
There is no relevant literature regarding the use of whole-body bone scan with 3-phase bone scan of the area of interest in the initial evaluation of osteomyelitis or septic arthritis in children ≥5 years of age.

CT Area of Interest
There is no relevant literature regarding the use of CT in the initial evaluation of osteomyelitis or septic arthritis in children ≥5 years of age.

MRI Area of Interest
MRI is widely regarded as sensitive and specific in the diagnosis of acute osteomyelitis, with sensitivity reportedly 82% to 100% and specificity 75% to 96% [23-26]. Fluid sensitive sequences alone may be sufficient for diagnosis; one study noted 100% identification of cases of septic arthritis and osteomyelitis in children ≥2 years of age with review of only these sequences [27]. Children with sickle cell disease pose a diagnostic dilemma because marrow infarction and osteomyelitis may present similarly. Fat-suppressed T1-weighted imaging had been theorized as a useful differentiator but this has not been substantiated [28]. Subperiosteal fluid has been described as a distinguishing feature of osteomyelitis [29]. Another challenging scenario is differentiation of osteomyelitis from Ewing sarcoma. Several distinguishing MRI features include sharply demarcated margins on T1, presence of a soft-tissue mass, and cortical breach [30,31].

Although some studies have shown no significant difference in sensitivity and specificity in diagnosis of osteomyelitis or septic arthritis with or without the use of gadolinium-based contrast agents, contrast has been shown to improve detection of abscesses [32,33]. Decreased femoral head enhancement on early postcontrast imaging has been noted as a reliable feature of septic arthritis not seen in transient synovitis [34].

In addition, MRI has been shown to be useful in evaluating for concurrent musculoskeletal infection. In assessment of septic arthritis, the majority of pediatric patients with septic arthritis were noted on MRI to have infection beyond the joint space, though this may vary based on population factors such as geography [7,46,60,65,66]. Conversely, in metaphyseal osteomyelitis, >50% in one study were noted on MRI to have concomitant joint effusions, 75% of which were confirmed to be septic arthritis [67].
MRI Extremity Area of Interest
In one study, a large field-of-view MRI was performed to encompass both lower extremities rather than the area of concern [38]. In patients who were later found to have osteomyelitis, 11% had contralateral extremity findings, including contralateral osteomyelitis, and 20% had ipsilateral septic arthritis. Among patients who did not have osteomyelitis, 20% had contralateral abnormalities, most commonly stress reaction, soft-tissue edema, myositis, joint effusion (not septic), and leukemia.

MRI Whole Body
There is no relevant literature regarding the use of MRI whole body in the initial imaging study in evaluation of osteomyelitis or septic arthritis in children ≥5 years of age.

Radiography Area of Interest
Radiographs are not sensitive in assessment of early osteomyelitis because bone destruction does not typically occur until 7 to 10 days into the disease course, and radiographs are normal until >30% osseous matrix destruction has occurred [24,40]. Radiographs, however, do have utility in all populations in excluding other entities that may mimic acute osteomyelitis, such as fracture or neoplasm [3,25,31,40]. Radiographs are highly variable in identifying hip joint effusions, with sensitivity ranging from 20% to 73% [40,42,43].

US Area of Interest
US is a highly sensitive method of diagnosing hip joint effusion, and the absence of hip joint effusion virtually excludes septic arthritis; a false negative rate of 5% has been described, noted in patients with a shorter duration of symptoms (<1 day) [40,43,45-47]. US can reportedly detect hip effusions as small as 1 mL [44]. Hip US for the purpose of identifying joint effusion can be performed with high sensitivity and specificity [48]. In one study, nearly 80% of pediatric patients with hip septic arthritis required US imaging alone to guide their management [45]. US in evaluation of osteomyelitis is limited in its ability to assess the osseous structures but can identify abutting inflammatory changes affecting the soft tissues such as periosteal elevation and subperiosteal collections [40,49,50].

Variant 4: Child. 5 years of age or older. Concern for osteomyelitis or septic arthritis involving an extremity.
Initial radiographs normal, or with findings suggestive of osteomyelitis. Next imaging study.

In this discussion, the literature regarding imaging of pediatric osteomyelitis and septic arthritis will be broadly applied to the appendicular skeleton. In the narrative below, “area of interest” can refer to the following: foot, ankle, tibia/fibula, knee, femur, hip, hand, wrist, forearm, elbow, humerus, or shoulder. Where it is noted that the entire extremity is imaged, for the upper extremity, this is assumed to cover from the shoulder through the hand, and for the lower extremity, this is assumed to cover from the hip through the foot.

3-Phase Bone Scan Area of Interest
Skeletal scintigraphy has been traditionally used to accurately detect disease in cases of suspected acute osteomyelitis with normal radiographs because scintigraphic changes are present within the first 1 to 2 days of symptoms [8]. Although multiple studies have documented the success of scintigraphy in identifying acute osteomyelitis in children, there is limited data with studies in which only the area of interest was imaged. In one study in which blood pool and delayed imaging of only the area of interest were performed, 70 of 71 cases of osteomyelitis were identified [51]. However, multifocal osteomyelitis is common in the pediatric population, particularly among young children, and as a result, whole-body bone scan is typically advocated [52]. One study, in which a 3-phase bone scan was performed followed by a whole-body scan, delayed imaging noted 19% of cases of acute osteomyelitis were noted to be multifocal osteomyelitis, with over half of those cases noted in patients <6 years of age, the majority of which were neonates [52]. SPECT/CT offers improved characterization of osseous pathology compared with planar imaging [59]. MRI is generally considered preferable in detection of early manifestations of osteomyelitis, as well as infection of the surrounding soft tissues, because of the rapid progression of the disease [53].

Bone Scan Whole Body
Whole-body bone scan is typically recommended when scintigraphy is used for suspected osteomyelitis, particularly if there is a fever of unknown origin or bacteremia [54]. One study assessed the accuracy of bone scan for the diagnosis of suspected acute hematogenous osteomyelitis and septic arthritis in 86 children, using whole-body and selected static images, without blood flow or blood pool views [55]. Bone scan findings were correlated with the final diagnosis in 34 sites of septic arthritis and in 62 sites of osteomyelitis. Bone scan accuracy was 81%. Positive predictive value was 82% for those sites with increased activity and 100% for those sites with decreased activity. Negative predictive value was 63%. In another smaller study, 9 patients who underwent whole-body scan,
100% (7 of 7) patients with osteomyelitis had increased uptake corresponding to the site of involvement [56]. SPECT/CT offers improved characterization of osseous pathology compared to planar imaging [59]. MRI is generally considered preferable in detection of early manifestations of osteomyelitis, as well as infection of the surrounding soft tissues, because of the rapid progression of the disease [53].

**Bone Scan Whole Body and 3-Phase Bone Scan Area of Interest**

Whole-body bone scan is typically recommended when scintigraphy is used for suspected osteomyelitis, particularly if there is a fever of unknown origin or bacteremia [54]. In one study of 213 children referred for skeletal scintigraphy because of a suspicion for acute hematogenous osteomyelitis who underwent a 3-phase bone scan of the area of interest along with whole-body delayed images, accurate diagnosis was made in 84% of cases without the need for MRI, including 92% of those diagnosed with osteomyelitis [57]. In another study of 65 children who underwent whole-body scan with focused evaluations of the area of interest and the contralateral side, 23 patients who were classified as having osteomyelitis all had abnormal bone scans [58]. SPECT/CT offers improved characterization of osseous pathology compared with planar imaging [59]. MRI is generally considered preferable in detection of early manifestations of osteomyelitis, as well as infection of the surrounding soft tissues, because of the rapid progression of the disease, but SPECT/CT offers improved characterization of osseous pathology compared with planar imaging [53,59].

**CT Area of Interest**

There is no relevant literature regarding the use of CT as the next imaging study in evaluation of osteomyelitis or septic arthritis in children ≥5 years of age.

**Image-Guided Aspiration Area of Interest**

Primary differential considerations when a joint effusion is present in the absence of trauma are transient synovitis and septic arthritis. Though most nontraumatic hip joint effusions are secondary to transient synovitis, early diagnosis of septic arthritis is extremely important in preventing complications, and US-guided hip aspiration is considered highly accurate for diagnosis [43,61]. In one study, 100% of children were confirmed to have septic hip arthritis via bedside joint aspiration and were able to avoid arthrotomy. However, it should be noted that US guidance for aspiration was only provided in one case, and the remainder were performed using anatomic landmarks and without imaging guidance [62]. In the setting of confirmed transient synovitis, children who underwent US-guided joint aspiration experienced shorter duration of stay and shorter duration of a limp compared with those who did not undergo joint aspiration [61]. In patients with suspected or confirmed septic arthritis, femoral neck aspiration performed at the time of incision and drainage was noted to improve diagnosis of concurrent osteomyelitis compared with preoperative MRI alone [63]. Although the bulk of literature on image-guided joint aspiration in the pediatric population refers to the hip joint, aspiration could also be considered in other joints.

**MRI Area of Interest**

MRI is widely regarded as sensitive and specific in diagnosis of acute osteomyelitis, with sensitivity reportedly 82% to 100% and specificity 75% to 96% [23-26]. Fluid sensitive sequences alone may be sufficient for diagnosis; one study noted 100% identification of cases of septic arthritis and osteomyelitis in children ≥2 years of with review of only these sequences [27]. Children with sickle cell disease pose a diagnostic dilemma because marrow infarction and osteomyelitis may present similarly. Fat-suppressed T1-weighted imaging had been theorized as a useful differentiator but this has not been substantiated [28]. Subperiosteal fluid has been described as a distinguishing feature of osteomyelitis [29]. Another challenging scenario is differentiation of osteomyelitis from Ewing sarcoma. Several distinguishing MRI features include sharply demarcated margins on T1, presence of a soft-tissue mass, and cortical involvement [30,31].

Although some studies have shown no significant difference in sensitivity and specificity in the diagnosis of osteomyelitis or septic arthritis with or without the use of gadolinium-based contrast agents, contrast has been shown to improve detection of abscesses [32,33]. Decreased femoral head enhancement on early postcontrast imaging has been noted as a reliable feature of septic arthritis not seen in transient synovitis [34].

In addition, MRI has been shown to be useful in evaluating for concurrent musculoskeletal infection. In assessment of septic arthritis, the majority of pediatric patients with septic arthritis were noted on MRI to have infection beyond the joint space, although this may vary based on population factors such as geography [7,46,60,65,66]. Conversely, in metaphyseal osteomyelitis, over 50% in one study were noted on MRI to have concomitant joint effusions, 75% of which were confirmed to be septic arthritis [67].
Repeat MRI of the area of interest performed for worsening or persistent symptoms resulted in clinical management changes in 21% of patients [64]. In one study on septic elbow arthritis, 40% of patients did not respond to antibiotic therapy and were noted on subsequent elbow MRI to have concurrent osteomyelitis [60].

MRI Extremity Area of Interest
In one study, a large field-of-view MRI was performed to encompass both lower extremities rather than the area of concern [38]. In patients who were later found to have osteomyelitis, 11% had contralateral extremity findings, including contralateral osteomyelitis, and 20% had ipsilateral septic arthritis. Among patients who did not have osteomyelitis, 20% had contralateral abnormalities, most commonly stress reaction, soft-tissue edema, myositis, joint effusion (not septic), and leukemia.

MRI Whole Body
There is no relevant literature regarding the use of MRI of the whole body as the next imaging study in evaluation of osteomyelitis or septic arthritis in children ≥5 years of age.

US Area of Interest
US is a highly sensitive method of diagnosing hip joint effusion, and the absence of hip joint effusion virtually excludes septic arthritis; a false negative rate of 5% has been described, noted in patients with a shorter duration of symptoms (<1 day) [40,43,45-47]. US can reportedly detect hip effusions as small as 1 mL [44]. Hip US for the purpose of identifying joint effusion can be performed with high sensitivity and specificity [48]. In one study, nearly 80% of pediatric patients with hip septic arthritis required US imaging alone to guide their management [45]. US in evaluation of osteomyelitis is limited in its ability to assess the osseous structures but can identify abutting inflammatory changes affecting the soft tissues such as periosteal elevation and subperiosteal collections [40,49,50].

Variant 5: Child. With one or more clinical signs concerning for septic arthritis. Initial radiographs normal or demonstrating possible joint effusion. Next imaging study.
In this discussion, the literature regarding imaging of septic arthritis will be broadly applied to the appendicular skeleton. In the narrative below, “area of interest” can refer to the following: foot, ankle, tibia/fibula, knee, femur, hip, hand, wrist, forearm, elbow, humerus, or shoulder. Where it is noted that the entire extremity is imaged, for the upper extremity, this is assumed to cover from the shoulder through the hand, and for the lower extremity, this is assumed to cover from the hip through the foot. The data regarding imaging of septic arthritis in the pediatric population are focused on the hip joint, with little literature about other appendicular joints. The available literature on the hip joint will be presented with extrapolation to other appendicular joints.

3-Phase Bone Scan Area of Interest
There is limited data regarding the use of 3-phase bone scan of area of interest as the next imaging study in evaluation of septic arthritis. In one study in which blood pool and delayed imaging of only the area of interest were performed, 8 of 9 cases of septic arthritis were identified [51].

Bone Scan Whole Body
There is limited data regarding the use of whole-body bone scan as the next imaging study in the evaluation of septic arthritis. One study assessed the accuracy of bone scan for the diagnosis of suspected acute hematogenous osteomyelitis and septic arthritis in 86 children, using whole-body and selected static images, without blood flow or blood pool views [55]. Bone scan findings were correlated with the final diagnosis in 34 sites of septic arthritis and in 62 sites of osteomyelitis. Bone scan accuracy was 81%. Positive predictive value was 82% for those sites with increased activity and 100% for those sites with decreased activity. Negative predictive value was 63%.

Bone Scan Whole Body and 3-Phase Bone Scan Area of Interest
There is no relevant recent regarding the use of whole-body bone scan and 3-phase bone scan of area of interest as the next imaging study in the evaluation of suspected septic arthritis.

CT Area of Interest
There is no relevant literature regarding the use of CT as the next imaging study in the evaluation of suspected septic arthritis.

Image-Guided Aspiration Area of Interest
Early diagnosis of septic arthritis is extremely important in preventing complications, and US-guided hip aspiration is considered highly accurate [43,61]. In one study, 100% of children were confirmed to have septic hip arthritis via bedside joint aspiration and were able to avoid arthrotomy. However, it should be noted that US guidance for
aspiration was only provided in one case, and the remainder performed using anatomic landmarks without imaging guidance [62]. In the setting of confirmed transient synovitis, children who underwent US-guided joint aspiration experienced shorter duration of stay and shorter duration of limp compared with those who did not undergo joint aspiration [61]. In patients with suspected or confirmed septic arthritis, femoral neck aspiration performed at the time of incision and drainage was noted to improve diagnosis of concurrent osteomyelitis compared with preoperative MRI alone [63].

**MRI Area of Interest**

Although differentiation of etiology of hip effusion can be challenging on MRI, decreased femoral head enhancement on early postcontrast imaging has been noted as a reliable feature of septic arthritis not seen in transient synovitis [34]. In addition, the majority of pediatric patients with confirmed septic arthritis were noted on MRI to have infection beyond the joint space, although this may vary based on epidemiologic factors such as geography [7, 46, 60, 65–66]. The presence of concurrent infections was notably more frequent about the shoulder joint [65, 68]. However, preoperative MRI may not be indicated in all patients because it can potentially delay treatment. In a recent study, five variables were noted to be predictive of adjacent infection: C-reactive protein above cutoff 13.8 mg/L, absolute neutrophil count above cutoff 8.6 × 10^3 cells/µL, platelet level below cutoff 314 cells/µL, duration of symptoms >3 days, and age >3.6 years [7]. Presence of at least three risk factors was classified as high risk for adjacent infection, with a sensitivity of 90% and a positive predictive value of 80% on the initial study, and was validated in a subsequent study with a sensitivity of 86% and a positive predictive value of 91% [7, 69].

**MRI Extremity Area of Interest**

There is some literature on the use of MRI in the evaluation of septic arthritis, particularly as part of the workup for coexisting osteomyelitis, with one study recommending the field of view always include the adjacent joint to assess articular disease [6, 67].

**MRI Whole Body**

There is no relevant literature regarding the use of MRI of the whole body as the next imaging study in the evaluation of suspected septic arthritis.

**US Area of Interest**

US is a highly sensitive method of diagnosing hip joint effusion, and the absence of hip joint effusion virtually excludes septic arthritis; a false negative rate of 5% has been described, noted in patients with shorter duration of symptoms (<1 day) [40, 43, 45, 47]. US can reportedly detect hip effusions as small as 1 mL [44]. Hip US for the purpose of identifying joint effusion can be performed with high sensitivity and specificity [48]. In one study, nearly 80% of pediatric patients with hip septic arthritis required US imaging alone to guide their management [45].

**Summary of Recommendations**

- **Variant 1**: US area of interest or radiography area of interest or MRI area of interest without and with IV contrast or MRI extremity area of interest without and with IV contrast is usually appropriate for the initial imaging of a child, younger than 5 years of age with a concern for osteomyelitis or septic arthritis involving an extremity. Although all of these studies can be performed as part of initial imaging of a child, the use of radiography as an initial imaging study often necessitates a next imaging study as part of the workup if clinical suspicion for osteomyelitis or septic arthritis remains following completion of this study. The panel did not agree on recommending MRI whole body without and with IV contrast for the initial imaging of a child, younger than 5 years of age with a concern for osteomyelitis or septic arthritis involving an extremity. There is insufficient medical literature to conclude whether or not these patients would benefit from MRI whole body without and with IV contrast for this clinical scenario. MRI whole body without and with IV contrast in this patient population is controversial but may be appropriate.

- **Variant 2**: US area of interest or image-guided aspiration area of interest or MRI area of interest without and with IV contrast or MRI extremity area of interest without and with IV contrast is usually appropriate for the next imaging study of a child, younger than 5 years of age with normal initial radiographs, or with findings suggestive of osteomyelitis with a concern for osteomyelitis or septic arthritis involving an extremity. These procedures are equivalent alternatives (ie, only one procedure will be ordered to provide the clinical information to effectively manage the patient’s care).

- **Variant 3**: US area of interest or radiography area of interest or MRI area of interest without and with IV contrast or MRI area of interest without IV contrast or MRI extremity area of interest without and with IV contrast or MRI area of interest without IV contrast or MRI extremity area of interest without and with IV contrast.
contrast is usually appropriate for the initial imaging of children, 5 years of age or older with a concern for osteomyelitis or septic arthritis involving an extremity. These procedures are equivalent alternatives (ie, only one procedure will be ordered to provide the clinical information to effectively manage the patient’s care). Although all of these studies can be performed as part of initial imaging of a child, the use of radiography as an initial imaging study often necessitates a next imaging study as part of the workup if clinical suspicion for osteomyelitis or septic arthritis remains following completion of this study.

- **Variant 4**: Image-guided aspiration area of interest or MRI area of interest without and with IV contrast or MRI area of interest without IV contrast or MRI extremity area of interest without and with IV contrast or MRI extremity area of interest without IV contrast is usually appropriate for the next imaging study of a child, 5 years of age or older with normal initial radiographs, or with findings suggestive of osteomyelitis with a concern for osteomyelitis or septic arthritis involving an extremity. These procedures are equivalent alternatives (ie, only one procedure will be ordered to provide the clinical information to effectively manage the patient’s care).

- **Variant 5**: US area of interest or image-guided aspiration area of interest or MRI area of interest without and with IV contrast is usually appropriate for the next imaging study of a child with normal initial radiographs or demonstrating possible joint effusion with one or more clinical signs concerning for septic arthritis. These procedures are equivalent alternatives (ie, only one procedure will be ordered to provide the clinical information to effectively manage the patient’s care).

**Supporting Documents**
The evidence table, literature search, and appendix for this topic are available at https://acsearch.acr.org/list. The appendix includes the strength of evidence assessment and the final rating round tabulations for each recommendation.

For additional information on the Appropriateness Criteria methodology and other supporting documents go to www.acr.org/ac.

**Appropriateness Category Names and Definitions**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Appropriateness Category Name</th>
<th>Appropriateness Rating</th>
<th>Appropriateness Category Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Usually Appropriate</td>
<td>7, 8, or 9</td>
<td>The imaging procedure or treatment is indicated in the specified clinical scenarios at a favorable risk-benefit ratio for patients.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May Be Appropriate</td>
<td>4, 5, or 6</td>
<td>The imaging procedure or treatment may be indicated in the specified clinical scenarios as an alternative to imaging procedures or treatments with a more favorable risk-benefit ratio, or the risk-benefit ratio for patients is equivocal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May Be Appropriate (Disagreement)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>The individual ratings are too dispersed from the panel median. The different label provides transparency regarding the panel’s recommendation. “May be appropriate” is the rating category and a rating of 5 is assigned.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Usually Not Appropriate</td>
<td>1, 2, or 3</td>
<td>The imaging procedure or treatment is unlikely to be indicated in the specified clinical scenarios, or the risk-benefit ratio for patients is likely to be unfavorable.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Relative Radiation Level Information**
Potential adverse health effects associated with radiation exposure are an important factor to consider when selecting the appropriate imaging procedure. Because there is a wide range of radiation exposures associated with different diagnostic procedures, a relative radiation level (RRL) indication has been included for each imaging examination. The RRLs are based on effective dose, which is a radiation dose quantity that is used to estimate...
population total radiation risk associated with an imaging procedure. Patients in the pediatric age group are at inherently higher risk from exposure, because of both organ sensitivity and longer life expectancy (relevant to the long latency that appears to accompany radiation exposure). For these reasons, the RRL dose estimate ranges for pediatric examinations are lower as compared with those specified for adults (see Table below). Additional information regarding radiation dose assessment for imaging examinations can be found in the ACR Appropriateness Criteria® Radiation Dose Assessment Introduction document [70].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Relative Radiation Level*</th>
<th>Adult Effective Dose Estimate Range</th>
<th>Pediatric Effective Dose Estimate Range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>○</td>
<td>0 mSv</td>
<td>0 mSv</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☢</td>
<td>&lt;0.1 mSv</td>
<td>&lt;0.03 mSv</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☢</td>
<td>0.1-1 mSv</td>
<td>0.03-0.3 mSv</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☢</td>
<td>1-10 mSv</td>
<td>0.3-3 mSv</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☢</td>
<td>10-30 mSv</td>
<td>3-10 mSv</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☢</td>
<td>30-100 mSv</td>
<td>10-30 mSv</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*RRL assignments for some of the examinations cannot be made, because the actual patient doses in these procedures vary as a function of a number of factors (eg, region of the body exposed to ionizing radiation, the imaging guidance that is used). The RRLs for these examinations are designated as “Varies.”
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The ACR Committee on Appropriateness Criteria and its expert panels have developed criteria for determining appropriate imaging examinations for diagnosis and treatment of specified medical condition(s). These criteria are intended to guide radiologists, radiation oncologists and referring physicians in making decisions regarding radiologic imaging and treatment. Generally, the complexity and severity of a patient’s clinical condition should dictate the selection of appropriate imaging procedures or treatments. Only those examinations generally used for evaluation of the patient’s condition are ranked. Other imaging studies necessary to evaluate other co-existent diseases or other medical consequences of this condition are not considered in this document. The availability of equipment or personnel may influence the selection of appropriate imaging procedures or treatments. Imaging techniques classified as investigational by the FDA have not been considered in developing these criteria; however, study of new equipment and applications should be encouraged. The ultimate decision regarding the appropriateness of any specific radiologic examination or treatment must be made by the referring physician and radiologist in light of all the circumstances presented in an individual examination.